Although parallel structures have found a niche market in many applications such as machine tools, telescope positioning or food packaging, they are not as successful as expected. The main reason of this relative lack of success is that the study and hardware of parallel structures have clearly not reached the same level of completeness than the one of serial structures. Among the main issues that have to be addressed, the design problem is crucial. Indeed, the performances that can be expected from a parallel robot are heavily dependent upon the choice of the mechanical structure and even more from its dimensioning. In this chapter, we show that classical design methodologies are not appropriate for such closed-loop mechanism and examine what alternatives are possible.
Introduction
Historically, closed-chain structures have attracted the interest of mathematicians as they offer interesting problems. Some theoretical problems linked to this type of structures were mentioned as early as 1645 by Christopher Wren, then in 1813 by Cauchy [1.1] and in 1867 by Lebesgue [1.2] .
But clearly at that time, the technology was not able to deal with any practical applications of this type of structures. The very first application was proposed by Gough Starting in the 1990's, parallel kinematic machines (PKM) have started either to be put in use in various domains such as fine positioning devices or to be considered for potential applications such as machine tools. Although parallel structures have found a niche market in many applications, such as machine tools, telescope positioning or food packaging, they are not as successful as expected.
In our opinion, the main reason of this relative lack of success is that the study and hardware of parallel structures have clearly not reached the same level of completeness than the one of serial structures. In this chapter, we will address the design issue that is still an open problem for the closed-loop mechanisms. We will assume that the starting point of a design study is a list of wishes about the performances that the robot must satisfy, which is provided by the end-user.
The design process will then proceed along the following steps:
1. translate the end-user wishes into numerical indices 2. choose the mechanism structure 3. choose the dimensioning of the robot
The following sections of this chapter will address these three issues.
Understanding End-user Wishes and Performance Indices 1.2.1 Establishing the Required Performances
Our experience in design problems is that it is usually very difficult to understand the end-user wishes and to get the numerical values of the performances that he/she is expecting from the robot. To help, we have established a relatively exhaustive requirements list with the following items:
• number of DOF (degree of freedom): this data will be important for the choice of the mechanism; • workspace description and maximal travel: most often these data are among the wishes of the end-user but it is important to fully understand them. For example, for a 6 DOF robot the end-user may mention a maximal translation range and a maximal orientation range: should the maxima be reachable simultaneously? • geometry and mass of the load: these data will be important to compute the maximal forces and torques in the joints of the robot; • footprint of the robot: constraints on the overall size of the robot will help us define the upper bound for some design parameters; • actuators, joints: the end-user may have special relations with providers that will impose constraints on the choice of the hardware. The designer should take that into account to provide a design solution that best fits the available hardware of these providers; • stiffness: for some application such as vibration testing, this point is very important; • positioning accuracy: in many applications this is a key point. You will have to ensure that over all the possible poses included in the prescribed workspace, the positioning accuracy is better than some given thresholds; • internal sensors: the positioning accuracy is clearly very dependent upon the accuracy of the sensors that are used to measure the internal state of the robot. Here again the end-user may have a special relation with providers, allowing the use of sensors with only a limited choice in accuracy; • passive joints: motion range, permitted load, maximal velocity and friction will play an important role when choosing the passive joints; • velocity, dynamics: the constraints on the velocities and accelerations of the end-effector will influence the choice of the actuators;
• cost: this is clearly an important point for the end-user that may influence the designer.
You will have them to rank the requirements as not all of them may have the same importance for the end-user. Some of them will be essential and your design must fulfil them while some of them may be secondary, i.e. the end-user may relax them if necessary. When this list is completed, you may start a design analysis because
• you have numerical values for the constraints, and • all the constraints have a well-defined mathematical sense.
Clearly, the requirements established with this list are not exhaustive as the enduser may not be aware of all design aspects. For example, the list does not consider singularity issue (most probably the workspace defined by the end-user must be singularity-free), although this is a crucial design point. Hence, the designer will add requirements to the list that are stemming from his/her expertise. The requirements can be categorised as follows:
• imperative: these performance requirements must be satisfied for any design solution; • optimal: a performance index is associated to the requirement and a maximal value of this index is required; • primary: although these performance requirements are specified in the specifications, their values may be modified to some extent if no design solution is found; • secondary: these requirements may not appear in the specifications list, but may be used to choose between design solutions that satisfy imperative, optimal and primary requirements.
It must also be noted that usually you will have to deal with a problem for which multiple criteria are involved, some of which are antagonistic (e.g. increasing the workspace size will have a negative influence on the positioning accuracy and vice versa [1.9]).
Mechanism design is often qualified as optimal design although it may be seen that in many cases there will not be performances to be optimised but only those to be guaranteed (e.g. the positioning accuracy of the robot over a given workspace is better than a fixed threshold): hence we prefer to use in that case the term appropriate design. Even if some performances have to be optimised in most cases, we will still have to satisfy imperative requirements (e.g. the workspace volume cannot be lower than a fixed threshold). Hence establishing the design problem as an optimisation one will lead to a constrained optimisation problem, a mathematical problem that is among the most difficult to deal with.
We will see later on that evaluating the maximal performances of a robot is not a trivial issue but having inequality constraints will simplify our calculations. Indeed in that case, it is not necessary to compute exactly the performance indices as long as the design methods allow one to determine upper and lower bounds on their values.
Another important issue that is often neglected in design algorithms is the uncertainties that are unavoidable in mechanical design. We will distinguish two different types of uncertainties:
• mechanical: most, if not all, of the design parameters have a physical meaning and their physical instances will never be exactly identical to their nominal values. However, the end-user is expecting that the real robot (not the theoretical one) will satisfy the requirements. A designer must take these uncertainties into account and must inquire the end-user about them.
• computational: the designer will use computer(s) to determine the design solution(s). Numerical round-off errors occur in computer calculations (and more frequently than may be thought, see Section 1.5.4.1). The round-off errors must be taken care of.
Performance Indices
As mentioned previously, a design process requires to associate numerical values to end-user requirements. The translation of the end-user wishes into the requirements list that has been proposed in the previous section leads to performances indices that have a real physical meaning and are well defined in the mathematical sense. However, the proposed requirements are certainly not exhaustive and you may have to introduce others performance indices to deal with specific end-user wishes. Many performance indices have been defined in the past, especially for serial robots. However, you must be careful when using them. Three issues have to be considered:
• does the performance index translate exactly the end-user wish?
• is the performance index appropriate for closed-loop chains?
• can we compute the performance index with a reasonable accuracy or at least with a bounded error?
These three questions are often neglected and may lead to consider performance index that are not appropriate. A typical index that has to be considered with the most extreme caution is the condition number that is very often used for the design of parallel robots.
Condition Number
If and X denote respectively the joint variables and the pose parameters, it is well known that there is a linear relationship between the variations of these two types of parameters
where J -1 is the inverse Jacobian matrix of the robot. The condition number is defined as the amplification factor k between the relative variation of and the relative variation of X X X k ( 1 . 2 )
It must be noted that the condition number value is dependent upon the choice of the norm and is sensitive to the choice of the length units as long as both translation and orientation are involved in X. Clearly, if the condition number is very large, even a small error on the joint control will induce a large positioning error for the platform: such situation should be avoided. But the condition number cannot be used to rank the accuracy of the robot as it bounds only the relative variations while we are only interested in the amplification factor that relates the absolute change of the variables
It may easily be found cases where at a given pose robot 1 has a better index 1/k than robot 2 while the opposite is true for the value [1.10]. In other words, the condition number will provide incorrect information: robot 1 will be ranked more accurate than robot 2 while the converse is true.
Global Conditioning Index
Even assuming that the condition number has a significant meaning, it is valid only at a given pose and hence will not provide an overview of the performance of the robot over its workspace. Gosselin As the condition number usually does not have a closed-form, only an approximation of the GCI can be calculated by sampling the workspace, computing k at each sampled poses and averaging the result. But this method has the drawback that it is impossible to bound the difference between the true GCI and its approximation. As this index will be used to rank different design solutions, an unknown error in the approximation may lead to incorrect result. 19] to name a few. Depending on the design job, it is necessary to choose performance index S that satisfies the following properties:
Necessary Properties of Performance Indices
• P 1 : S(X) must have a clear physical meaning; • P 2 : S(X) should be invariant under a change of units; and • P 3 : S(X) should be able to be calculated with a reasonable accuracy or at least with a bounded error.
The requirements list we have presented in the previous section satisfies the first two properties while, like for all performance indices, property 3 is the most difficult to satisfy.
Indices Calculation
Developing methods to calculate indices properly requires a strong mathematical background in numerical analysis, geometry and optimisation even if numerous software packages are available for these calculations. In many cases, however, you will have to develop customised code for the sake of efficiency as the design process will be computing intensive. An important point is to keep in mind that in many cases it is not necessary to compute exactly the indices but only their upper or lower bounds with an arbitrary accuracy in order to be able to compare different structures. For example, we may consider the problem of finding the maximal joint forces of a Gough platform over a given translational workspace. This is a difficult constrained optimisation problem if we try to solve it exactly. But if the purpose is to verify the property that the maximal articular forces are lower than a given threshold T S , we do not need to compute exactly the maximum. We will use a strategy [1.20] that computes the maximum articular forces up to a pre-defined accuracy , which is based on two results
• it is possible to compute exactly the maximal value of the articular forces T M for any pose lying on a straight line segment D whose end-points lie on the border of the workspace. For the sake of simplicity, we will consider a line whose axis is the x axis of the reference frame; For computing the maximal articular forces in the desired workspace, we will first sweep the section of the workspace that has minimal z value by straight line segments in that plane, starting by a segment with minimal y and increasing the y coordinate of the segments in such a way that the difference between the maximum articular forces of two segments is never greater than . The sweep is stopped when a segment has a y coordinate the largest y value for the desired workspace. We then start a new sweep by changing the z coordinate of the last sweep line in such a way that (A) still hold. This defines a new horizontal plane that is swept until the last line has the minimal possible y value at this height. The process is repeated until the plane with the largest z value has been swept.
This algorithm does not compute exactly the maximal articular forces and its computation time will change according to the value of . If the result of the algorithm T M is such that T M + < T S , we can guarantee that the property is satisfied. On the other hand if T M > T S , the property is violated. If none of these two inequalities hold, we will half until one inequality become valid.
Such algorithm is typical of lazy algorithms that will compute an (almost) exact result only when required and whose computation time may be very low for large . In our opinion, lazy algorithms must be used as much as possible in a design job.
Structural Synthesis
Traditionally, a design process starts by the choice of the general mechanical arrangement of the structure. This tradition in mechanical engineering was followed for the design of serial robots as there are a relatively limited number of possible arrangements. Furthermore for serial chain, qualitative comparison between structures is sometime possible. For example, the workspace volume of a Cartesian robot using 3 linear actuators of stroke L is roughly L 3 while this volume for a 3R robot whose links has length L is roughly 4 (3L) 3 /3 113L 3 : hence, in general, a 3R robot will have a much more larger workspace than a Cartesian robot for a similar dimensioning.
However, for closed-loop chains the number of possible mechanical structure arrangements is much larger. It is difficult to determine exactly how many structures have been proposed in the literature but this number will largely exceed 200. They have been obtained more or less by using systematic approaches that consider the number of DOF that are required for the task at hand and synthesise the corresponding structures. We will call this step of the design process the structural synthesis.
Various We will not describe further these approaches but various remarks.
• The performances of parallel structures are dependent upon dimensioning, and consequently structural synthesis cannot usually be dissociated from dimensional synthesis (to be addressed in the next section), although Rao [1.33] has addressed this issue for planar robots. Our conjecture is that a well-dimensioned robot with a reasonable mechanical structure will perform much better than a poorly designed robot whose mechanical structure is apriori more appropriate for the task at hand.
• An open problem is to propose systematic structural synthesis based on criteria that are not only the number of DOF of the platform.
Recently there has been a large effort on the structural synthesis of robot with less than 6 DOF. The main motivation of these studies is that for many applications, less than 6 DOF may be needed. For example, for milling operation in the machine tool domain, the rotation of the platform around its normal is not needed, as the spindle will manage this DOF: hence only 5 DOF are needed.
It must, however, be noted that the proposed structure have the desired number of DOF only in theory. Indeed in most cases, very strict geometrical constraints must be satisfied to get the right number of DOF (e.g. perfect parallelograms for the Delta robot). These constraints will never be satisfied in practice and the real robot will exhibit parasitic motion, i.e. motion along DOF that were not required. Parasitic motion may be acceptable provided that their amplitudes are limited, but an open problem is to determine the maximal amplitude of these motions, given the manufacturing tolerances and other sources of uncertainties.
Another motivation for the study of robots with less than 6 DOF is that they will be less costly than the usual 6 DOF parallel robots as they have fewer actuators, and that the control will be simpler. The veracity of this claim is a complex issue. First of all, the cost of the machine is only a part of the operating cost, and various factors may increase the cost of less than 6 DOF robots such as maintenance and fabrication costs that may be higher if the chains of the robot involve different actuators and sensors. In terms of electronic hardware, costs will be almost similar as only additional power amplifiers will be required (usual electronic boards will manage up to 8 axes and the control computer will be the same). Furthermore, the redundancy of a 6 DOF robot may be used to improve the quality of the control, the workspace and to manage singularities [1.34]. All these factors must be considered before going to the use of a robot with less than 6 DOF.
Dimensional Synthesis
We will now assume that the general mechanical structure of the robot has been chosen and will address the issue of finding the appropriate dimensioning of the robot. This is a crucial issue that will have drastic influence on the performances of the robot. A good example for emphasising the importance of dimensional synthesis for parallel structure is to look at the minimal stiffness values of a Gough platform over a given workspace. It may be shown that changing the radius of the platform by only 10% may leads to a change of the minimal stiffness by over 700%.
Choosing Design Parameters
The first task of a designer is to choose the design parameters. Clearly, this number should be the smallest possible. For example, it will be quite difficult to manage the 138 parameters identified by Vischer [1.35] that define the basic geometry of a 6-UPS robot. Furthermore, these parameters are not sufficient to fully describe the robot as technological quantities, such as minimal and maximal leg lengths, limits on the passive joints motion, geometry of the legs, etc., must be added.
There are no simple guidelines for reducing the number of design parameters. Symmetry is very often useful as long as the task does not favour specific working directions. Otherwise, there is no clear general rule that allows for neglecting the influence of some parameters.
Design Methods
We will now introduce classical design methodologies in mechanism theory and we will show that their limitations and drawbacks are such that they cannot be usually used for the design of parallel robots.
Trial and Error
The first approach to dimensional synthesis is trial and error, which consists of manually modifying the dimensions of the mechanism, and then evaluating the performance of the new mechanism after each modification, with the help of a simulation software, until a mechanism is obtained that is deemed satisfactory. Unfortunately, this approach is almost impossible to use for parallel structures as the number of design parameters is large while their influence is most of the time antagonistic: it is hence quite difficult to manually figure out an appropriate design. Furthermore, it is often needed to develop a customised simulation software package as classical CAD systems may have difficulties when dealing with the closed-loop mechanism [1.36].
The Atlas Approach
The idea of the atlas approach is first to reduce the number of design parameters to 2 or 3 so that performance indices may be graphically represented as atlases. The designer then uses these atlases to choose the design parameters.
An early use of the atlas approach for the design of parallel manipulators has been mentioned by Clavel [1.37] for the dimensioning of the Delta robot. Bhattacharya [1.38] calculates the average value of stiffness related indices over the workspace by using a discretisation method, and draws curves that show the value of the various criteria as functions of the design parameters for a 6-UPS robot. Clearly, the atlas approach is very limited, and may be used only for a very small set of design parameters.
Cost Function Approach
The design methodology that is mainly used for parallel robots is the cost-function approach [1.43]. As we have already seen, we may define performance indices associated to design requirement and we may assume that each index is positive and decreases when the corresponding robot performance increases. The cost function C is defined as:
where the I j are the performances indices and w j are weights associated to the I j . In some sense, the cost function is viewed as an indicator of the global behaviour of the mechanism with respect to the requirements. As C is clearly a function of the set of design parameters P, a numerical procedure is then used to find the value of the design parameters that minimise C. This approach has several drawbacks [1.44]:
• Defining the index I is not always an easy task, e.g. if we have constraints on the shape of the workspace. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, some of these indices are even very difficult to estimate exactly (for example, the global conditioning index) and their calculation is computer intensive; • Managing imperative requirements normally requires to solve a constrained minimisation problem, that is usually very difficult;
• 
Other Design Methodologies Based on Optimisation
To override the drawbacks of the cost function approach, several other optimisation approaches have been proposed.
If the design problem has m requirements, we may define an m-dimensional space H whose points have, as coordinates, the values of the m performance indices I i . In the Compromise Programming methodology [1.48], the performances utopia point is defined as the point of H whose coordinates are all minimal. The cost function is then defined as a weighted distance between the utopia point and the point that represents the performance indices of a given robot. But here again, we are confronted with difficulties: determining the performances indices, finding the utopia point, managing the weights, and solving the optimisation problem.
To avoid the use of weights, the Physical Programming methodology [1.49] proposes to define classes of constraints for the performance indices, and for each class a degree of desirability, from highly desirable to unacceptable, is defined for different ranges for the index value. A cost function taking into account the desirability may then be defined, with imperative requirements being considered as constraints for the optimisation. But this approach basically substitutes the arbitrary weights of the cost function by desirability weights and will hence suffer from the same drawbacks.
Exact Design Methodologies
If the number of design parameters is small, it may be possible to find analytically all design solutions.
Workspace is a requirement that is present in most cases and various works have addressed dimensioning methodologies for a prescribed workspace J is the inverse kinematic Jacobian, lie within a given range for all poses in the prescribed workspace. Huang [1.55] was able to determine analytically the actuator stroke of a 6-PUS robot so that its workspace includes a prescribed translational workspace with a minimum reachable yaw angle. Arsenault [1.56] was able to find the dimensioning of a planar robot with an optimal singularity-free workspace.
Exact synthesis may also be obtained if it is assumed that the requirements are to be satisfied only at a limited number of poses or on simpler motion varieties (e.g. a straight line segment). For example, Simaan [1.57] determines what should be the design parameters to obtain a given stiffness matrix at a given pose, while Jafari [1.58] proposes a method for designing a 6-UPS robot so that 1 fk T fk J J is diagonal at a given pose, the purpose being to obtain given maximal translational and angular velocities at this pose. Assuming that the base and platform radii are the only design parameters of a Gough platform, we were able to find all possible radii so that the robot workspace includes a set of pre-defined line segments [1.59]. The result is obtained as a region in a graph, as shown in Figure 1 .1, whose x axis represents the base radius while the y axis is the platform radius. Exact synthesis has a big advantage compared to optimisation: it provides all possible design solutions for a given requirement. Unfortunately, exact synthesis is only possible in a very limited number of cases: it is possible to manage only a limited number of parameters and requirements. Still, the idea of being able to find all design solutions is worth pursuing.
The Parameter Space Approach
The objectives of the parameter space approach are as follows:
• to propose not one design solution but a set of design solutions that offer various performance compromises for both the primary and the secondary requirements; • to guarantee that all design solutions satisfy the imperative requirements; and • to guarantee that all design solutions are robust with respect to manufacturing tolerances, i.e. the design parameter values of the real robot may differ from the theoretical design solutions by bounded tolerances, but the real robot will still satisfy the imperative requirements.
Parameter Space
A key point of this approach is the concept of the parameter space. Each dimension of this space represents a design parameter, and consequently a point in this space represents a unique geometry for the robot. Searching for an optimal or appropriate robot, therefore, consists in finding the location of the points in the parameter space, such that the requirements are satisfied. Although in theory the parameter space is unbounded, practical considerations on each design parameter generally restricts its value to some range. Hence, the search for an optimal robot will have to be done only within a bounded domain of the parameter space, called the search space.
Principle of the Method
In the previous section, we have seen that it was possible in some cases to calculate exactly all the possible values of the design parameters, so that the corresponding robots satisfy one set of specific requirements. In terms of parameter space, this calculation amounts to determining a domain of the parameter space that includes all geometries satisfying a given requirement: such domain is called the allowed region for the requirement. The design of algorithms for calculating the allowed regions is central in the parameter space approach. The steps of the method are as follows:
1. define the parameter space; 2. compute the allowed region for each requirement in the requirements list; 3. compute the intersection of all allowed regions: any robot geometry represented by a point in this intersection satisfies all requirements; and 4. determine a set of appropriate robots by sampling the intersection so that different compromises for the primary and secondary requirements are presented in the set.
The advantages of this approach are:
• all design solutions are guaranteed to satisfy the imperative, primary and secondary requirements; • an optimality requirement may still be satisfied as long as the optimisation procedure allows searching for an optimum within a bounded domain. Indeed looking for the optimum within the intersection of the allowed regions will ensure that the imperative, primary and secondary requirements are still satisfied. Fortunately, we will see later that there exist optimisation methods that use bounded domains; • manufacturing uncertainties can be taken into account. Indeed, a requirement will not be satisfied due to uncertainty only if the corresponding point in the parameter space is too close to the border of the corresponding allowed region. Hence, by decreasing the allowed region by the uncertainty values, we can obtain a safe design region that is robust with respect to the manufacturing tolerances; • having a set of design solutions gives some flexibility to manage additional requirements that may appear during the design process.
The difficult point of the methodology is clearly finding the allowed regions.
Finding Allowed Regions
Ideally, an allowed region algorithm should be able to solve the following problem: find all possible design parameters P in the search domain such that some given relations F(P, X) are satisfied for all poses in a given workspace W. The relation F, called the requirement constraint, will involve various types of performance indices involving both the pose of the robot and the design parameters and, therefore, verifying if F is satisfied is a difficult problem. However, practical and theoretical considerations will play an important role in getting a tractable problem:
• H 1 , completeness of the result: it is not necessary to determine the allowed region exactly. Indeed, as the design parameters are submitted to tolerances, point on the border of the allowed region cannot be chosen as nominal value for the design parameters as the physical instance may be outside of the allowed region; • H 2 , completeness of the verification of the requirement constraint: for a requirement constraint involving the verification of an inequality F(P, X) 0, it is not necessary to calculate the values of F exactly but just to ensure that its maximal value is indeed negative; • H 3 , relaxation of the workspace constraints: for simplifying the calculation of the allowed region, it is possible to assume that the workspace is reduced to a set of characteristic elements such as poses, or segments between two poses. This imposes only an additional verification step, after completing the design process, in which the design solution performances are checked with respect to the specification list over the entire workspace; • H 4 , distributed implementation: design is in general computer intensive. But computer science now offers powerful tools for the distribution of heavy calculations over a network of computers. Hence design algorithms that allow for distributed calculation should be favoured.
Another needed feature of the calculation is that the description of the resulting allowed region should be convenient for later intersection with other allowed regions. Clearly, we should seek as much as possible analytic descriptions of the allowed regions, but as seen previously such situation arises only for a limited set of requirements and when the number of design parameters is small. We will present a generic method that has been successful in finding the solutions of complex design problems.
Finding Allowed Regions with Interval Analysis
A generic method that can deal with design problems should allow manipulating arbitrary formulae and bounded domains. These features are typical of interval analysis and will be presented in this section.
Interval Analysis
Detailed explanation of interval analysis may be found in [1.60][1.61] and we will provide here only basic principles. Interval analysis relies on interval arithmetics whose purpose is to determine guaranteed bounds for the minimum and maximum of a given function f over ranges for the unknowns with a minimal number of calculations. This determination is called an interval evaluation of the function and leads to a range [ F F, ] that varies according to the ranges for the unknowns. If X denotes the ranges for the unknowns and X 0 is a particular instance of the values of the unknowns within X, then we have: This example shows that simple operations are required by interval arithmetics, but also one of the drawbacks of the method. Clearly for any x in [3, 5], the value of f lies in [3, 15] : hence interval arithmetics overestimates the values of the minimum and maximum of the function. This occurs because we have multiple occurrences of the same variable in f, which are considered as independent during the calculation. But this overestimation does not always occur and will decrease with the width of the input ranges. Furthermore, there are ways to decrease the size of the overestimation such as, for example, using the monotonicity of the function over the intervals.
An interesting property of interval arithmetics is that it can be implemented to take into account round-off errors. We must emphasise that round-off errors, which are often not considered in robotics, should be dealt with for critical applications. Even if they are not so frequent in occurrence, they may still happen in some simple cases. A classical example of this phenomenon, due to Rump, may be observed when computing the floating point value of Interval analysis is able to solve very different problems such as system solving (finding all solutions of a system of equations within some bounded problem 1 ), and optimisation (finding the optimum of a function when the variables are restricted to lie within a bounded domain). We will now illustrate the use of interval analysis on a realistic robotics problem.
A Simple Verification Example
A simple example of interval analysis is a simple algorithm whose purpose is to determine if the workspace of a given Gough platform includes a given desired workspace. We assume that the constraints to be satisfied are The desired workspace W will be defined as interval ranges for the components of X (i.e. the centre of the platform is allowed to move within a parallepiped with orientation angles that may have any value within the given ranges). Being given the ranges for X, we may calculate the interval evaluation [ for at least one leg, we cannot conclude: the constraints are not satisfied but they may be not violated as the inequalities may be due only to the overestimation of interval analysis. In that case, we will split W into two parts W 1 , W 2 whose union is W and apply them to the same process. The splitting will be repeated until either we find a part of the workspace W n for which the constraints are violated or we determine that the constraints are satisfied for all parts that have been derived from W. Basically, this algorithm may be seen as a lazy optimisation procedure to which an a-priori information on the optimum is given and it examines a domain for possible improvement of the optimum only if needed. Assume that we have small uncertainties in the geometry of a robot, e.g. the coordinates of the anchor points of the legs on the base and platform are known only upon some manufacturing tolerances [-, ] . As the leg lengths are functions of the coordinates of the anchor points, we may introduce them as intervals: a direct consequence is that the leg lengths at a given pose will have intervals. But an interval evaluation of the leg lengths can still be computed for a sub-part of W and the algorithm may still be used. In other words, we can guarantee that W is included in the workspace of the real robot whatever its geometry is.
Such algorithm can be used for any type of parallel robots and may be extended to deal with other workspace constraints (e.g. limitation on the passive joints motion) or various geometries for W [1.62]. To further improve the performances of the structure (or to maintain it in the long term), calibration should also be considered [1.63]-[1.66].
Interval Analysis and Allowed Regions
Assume now that we have designed a checking algorithm C(X, P) that verifies if some requirements F are satisfied for all poses X in a workspace W, being the given bound on the design parameters P. This algorithm returns true if all elements in F are satisfied, false if at least one element of F is violated, and possibly cannot assert if the requirements cannot be all stated (for example, the ranges for the design parameters are too large).
A simple generic algorithm for determining the allowed region can be designed based on the branch-and-bound principle: a box is a set of ranges for the design parameters, and the algorithm possesses a list of L boxes indexed by the integer i. At the beginning, the algorithm L only has one box for the search domain i = 1. A box will be valid only if the width of the range for design parameter s j is larger than j , j [1, m].
1. Verify if the requirements F are satisfied by the box i of L, using C;
• if yes, store the box as an allowed region • if no, i = i +1 and return to 1 2. If one of the requirements in F cannot be asserted, check the width of each range in the box;
• if all widths are lower than j , i = i + 1 and go to step 1 • otherwise, select the design parameter that has the largest range in the box, split the box into 2 boxes according to this parameter and store them in L, then i = i + 1 and return to 1
The algorithm stops when i is larger than the number of boxes in L, i.e. all boxes have been processed.
Such an algorithm will, in general, satisfy property H 1 . Indeed, the algorithm provides an approximation to the allowed region as a set of boxes, the boxes getting smaller near the boundary of the real allowed region. We usually set j to be twice the tolerance on the design parameter j. As a result, we get boxes with range [a j , b j ] for the design parameter j, and we may choose any value in [a j + j , b j -j ] as the nominal value for this parameter, so that we can ensure that the real value for this parameter is indeed included in [a j , b j ]. As for property H 2 , all will depend on the checking algorithm C.
For property H 3 , we have mentioned in the algorithm description that the domain for X was W. We may also choose a sub-domain of W, which may be only a set of poses or a collection of small domains around a specific pose in order to decrease the computation time of the calculation of the allowed region. Hence, for the allowed region, the requirements F will be satisfied only on the chosen sub-domain of W.
An interesting point, however, is that we may directly deduce from the design algorithm a verification algorithm that will check if the requirements F are satisfied for a given robot, possibly with small uncertainties on its design parameters. Indeed, for the design algorithm, we start with large ranges for the design parameters P and relatively small ranges for X.
On the other hand, for verifying a robot, we will have small ranges for P and large ranges for X (to cover W). Hence, the verification algorithm is simply obtained from the design algorithm by exchanging the role of P and X: the boxes will be a set of ranges for X and the bisection process operates on the pose parameters. As for property H 4 , it is an intrinsic feature of branch-and-bound algorithm.
There is also an additional advantage of the presented algorithm. The calculation of the intersection of the allowed regions for various specifications may be done easily, using two possible approaches:
• The result of the algorithms is a set of boxes and computing the intersection of two such sets is easy; • Alternatively, we may use an incremental approach. Assume that it is necessary to calculate the allowed regions for a set of n requirements {F 1 , …, F n }. A possibility for calculating the allowed region of requirement F k , k > 1, is to initialise the list L not with the search domain but with the list of boxes obtained when calculating the allowed region of the requirement S k-1 . Hence, we start with the calculation of the allowed region for F 1 with the full search domain. Then, the result is used for the calculation for F 2 : the resulting boxes will be the values of the design parameters such that both F 1 , F 2 are verified. Consequently, there is no need to compute the intersection.
We have implemented such algorithms for managing the workspace, accuracy, and statics requirements for 6-UPS, 6-PUS robots [1.67] with 6 design parameters: base and platform radii, angles between adjacent anchor points on the base and platform, minimal and maximal leg length (for the 6-UPS), length of the leg and stroke of the actuators (for the 6-PUS robot).
• 6-UPS: R 1 , r 1 , , , the lowest leg length and the stroke (6 design parameters) • 6-PUS: R 1 , r 1 , , , the fixed length of the leg and the stroke (6 design parameters) Figure 1 .2 shows a partial view of the result of a design example (as the parameter space is of dimension 6, we cannot fully present the result in a drawing). This figure shows the possible values of the base and platform radii and of the angle between adjacent anchor points on the base. The management of accuracy analysis is interesting as it does not involve a closed-form of the requirement. Indeed, the problem is to determine the design parameters so that the positioning errors X are lower than a given threshold. Among the design parameters, we have that are the sensor errors. They are related by Equation (1.1) but unfortunately it is not possible to express directly X as a function of and the other design parameters. But Equation (1.1) may be considered as a linear interval system (i.e. a linear system that involves an interval matrix and interval vectors) and solving such type of system (i.e. finding bounds for the solution in X) is a classical issue in interval analysis [1.68]. Hence, although we do not have an explicit form for the requirement but only an implicit one, it does not forbid designing a checking algorithm C. It must be mentioned that although the principle of interval analysis may seem to be quite simple, numerous heuristics and mathematical works should be used to get an efficient algorithm. Hence, the help of interval analysis experts is necessary before implementing the design algorithms. After running the design algorithms for the various requirements and having computed the intersection of the allowed regions we will get a good approximation of all possible design parameter values. But such result cannot be presented as is to the end-user.
Search for Appropriate Robots
A designer cannot propose to the end-user an infinite set of design solutions, and it is, therefore, necessary to select a limited number of solutions that will be presented to the end-user. Furthermore, some allowed regions may have been computed with relaxed versions of the constraints because of the complexity of the constraints. Selecting design solutions (with possibly small uncertainty on their geometry) will allow for checking whether they satisfy the full constraints.
The chosen design solutions will first satisfy the imperative requirements and, ideally, should provide the largest possible panel of compromise between the requirements. For example, we may have imperative requirements on the workspace (the robot must include a given domain W) and on the accuracy (the positioning errors should be lower than the thresholds being given to the sensor errors). Typical compromises are to present design solutions satisfying the imperative requirements, one having the largest workspace volume and the other one presenting the lowest maximal positioning error for each component of X.
When more requirements have to be considered, it is more difficult to find all possible compromise and we just sample at regular intervals the intersection of the allowed regions, each node of the sampling representing a unique robot geometry.
If some allowed regions have been obtained with a relaxation of the constraints, we will check that the design solution obtained for a node will satisfy the full constraints. Whenever possible, this verification will be performed by assigning a range for the design parameters, whose width will be the corresponding tolerances; if a node is validated as a design solution then the real robot obtained for the node, with the stated tolerances, will also satisfy the specifications.
Primary and secondary requirements are also calculated at each node. After verifying all nodes and retaining the solutions that satisfy the imperative, primary and secondary requirements, we will manually select the solutions representing the most different compromises. For example, if the stiffness k x and k y are secondary requirements, we will select the one with the largest k x , the one with the largest k y , and the one having a mean value for k x and k y , as design solutions.
Design Examples
The proposed approach has been used to manage entirely or partially the design of complex machines. Figure 1 .3 presents one of the Gough platforms that have been studied for the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble. Imperative requirements were the load (up to 2.5 tons) and the accuracy (absolute accuracy should be better than 1 m). Figure 1 .3 shows the milling machine designed for Constructions Mécanique des Vosges, who use it as a milling head for the high-speed manufacturing of huge aeronautical parts. Like any machine tools, imperative requirements were accuracy, stiffness and working load.
We also use this design methodology for robot with less than 6 DOF. For example, it was used for the design of our micro-robot for endoscopy MIPS, shown in Figure 1 .4, which has 3 DOF. Imperative requirements here were overall size (the robot is located at the end of a 1 cm diameter endoscope), accuracy and sustainable forces/torques. 
Other Design Approaches
Until now we have only considered performance as the main issue for the design problem. However in some cases, other criteria may be very important although performance will always be considered.
Design for Reliability
Parallel robots have numerous joints and may be used in applications for which reliability is critical (e.g. space and medical tasks). Design for reliability is for the purpose to reduce the influence of components failure on the robot performances. Although a few works have addressed this problem [1.69]-[1.71], this is a very complex issue that will require large theoretical and experimental studies.
Design for Control
In the design for control approach, the purpose is to determine the design of a system to simplify its control. This is an approach that may be used for parallel robots as well [1.72][1.73]. For example, it may be thought that an appropriate design may help to simplify the dynamic modelling, reducing its computation time and consequently allowing faster operating velocities. This issue is still an open problem for parallel robots.
Conclusions
Design of parallel robots is a crucial issue as their performances are very sensitive to the choice of the mechanical architecture and of the dimensioning. Design is also a complex problem as the number of design variables is relatively large while the closure constraints that are specific to closed-loop mechanisms complicate the modelling and optimisation. Research studies on this topic are only beginning and are far from having reached the level of accomplishment that has been reached for serial structures.
